Olkiluoto 3:
Safety Control
Teollisuuden Voima Oyj has built the Olkiluoto 3 nuclear
power plant in Olkiluoto, Eurajoki. Olkiluoto 3 is based on
the European Pressurised Water Reactor (EPR), a concept
developed in French-German collaboration.
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2000; TVO’s application for a decision in principle
2001; STUK provides the Government with a statement of
the initial safety assessment.
2002; The Parliament approves the Government’s decision
in principle on the building of OL3.
2004; TVO submits an application for a construction licence.
STUK initiates a safety assessment.
2005; STUK’s statement on the application for a construction licence.
The Board grants a construction licence.
2006 STUK supervises construction work at Olkiluoto and the
manufacturing of various components in different countries,
e.g. the manufacturing of a pressure vessel in Japan.
2011;

After the nuclear meltdown in Fukushima, particular attention
is paid to the impact of extreme natural phenomena. After
stress testing, STUK states that the planning of OL3 has already
factored in such phenomena.

2014; STUK supervises: the results of the containment building’s
pressure and leakage tests are as expected.
2015; STUK supervises the testing of automation in Germany.
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2016;

TVO submits an application for an operating licence.

2019;

STUK’s statement on an operating licence.
The Government granted the operating licence to OL3.

2021;

STUK granted the fuel loading permit in March and permit for
making the reactor critical in December.

2022; OL3’s regular electricity production starts
STUK’s regulatory control at Olkiluoto continues throughout
the plant’s entire life cycle, all the way from decommissioning
to final disposal.
20XX; Decommissioning commences.

